Docking Drawer™
Style Drawer Mounting Diagrams
**STEP 1 Measure Your Cabinet**

Docking Drawer outlets come in a variety of sizes offering different ranges of extensions. Here is how to find the size that works for you.

1. Start your project by measuring the cabinets depth.
2. Measure the drawer box width (OD).
3. Then measure space available behind the drawer box.
4. Then measure the interior drawer box height.

Powering outlets are ideal for hair dryers, curling irons, and anything requiring up to 20 amps of current. Outlets feature a UL Listed thermostat that cuts power to the outlet in the event that the surrounding temperature exceeds 120°F.
STEP 2

Use Your Measurements

Cabinet Depth

24 Blade

EXAMPLE OUTLET NAME

STEP 3

Choose Your Outlet

Style Drawer 24 Blade
(0290-00324, 0290-00324-U, 0290-00324-I, 0290-00324-UI)
- Above Glide Mounting page 5
- In Between Glide Mounting (Right Side) page 8
- In Between Glide Mounting (Left Side) page 11
- Vertical Mounting page 15

Style Drawer 21 Blade
(0290-00321, 0290-00321-U, 0290-00321-I, 0290-00321-UI)
- Above Glide Mounting page 19
- In Between Glide Mounting (Right Side) page 22
- In Between Glide Mounting (Left Side) page 25
- Vertical Mounting page 29

Style Drawer 24 Blade Duo
(0290-20324, 0290-20324-U, 0290-20324-I, 0290-20324-UI)
- Above Glide Mounting page 33
- In Between Glide Mounting (Right Side) page 36
- In Between Glide Mounting (Left Side) page 39

Style Drawer 21 Blade Duo
(0290-20321, 0290-20321-U, 0290-20321-I, 0290-20321-UI)
- Above Glide Mounting page 44
- In Between Glide Mounting (Right Side) page 47
- In Between Glide Mounting (Left Side) page 50

Style Drawer 24 Flush
(0290-00033, 0290-00033-U)
- page 55

Style Drawer 21 Flush
(0290-00032, 0290-00032-U)
- page 56

Style Drawer 18 Flush
(0290-00050, 0290-00050-U)
- page 57

Addendum: Interlock Box
- page 58
Above Glide Mounting

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 24 BLADE POWERING OUTLETS

Part Number
0290-00324
0290-00324-U
0290-00324-I
0290-00324-UI

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
OUTLET COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS

INSTALLATION OPTION #1 - ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION
(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES (mm)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

DRAWER BOX SHOWN WITH MINIMUM RECOMMENDED DEPTH. MECHANISM CAN EXTEND ABOVE DRAWER BOX IF CLEARANCE INSIDE CABINET PERMITS.
(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)

MINIMUM RECOMMENDED DRAWER BOX INTERNAL DEPTH

-0.75" (1/2-3/4") REFERENCE ONLY

0.50" VARIES WITH DRAWER MANUFACTURER

7.00" (7.0"

3.08" (3-1/16"

5.25" (5-1/4"

133" (7-1/8"

3.88" (2-7/8"

1.94" (1-15/16"

1.90" (1-15/16"

1.90" (1-15/16"

50" 1.95"

73" 2.88"

101.2"

0170-00072 003

DOCKING DRAWER, INC. CONFIDENTIAL: THIS DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN IT ARE CONFIDENTIAL, AND CANNOT BE COPIED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF DOCKING DRAWER, INC.

DURING INSTALLATION. AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN IT ARE CONFIDENTIAL, AND CANNOT BE COPIED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF DOCKING DRAWER, INC.
INSTALLATION OPTION #1 - ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

CHECK FOR GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING INTERFERENCE

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA
INSTALLATION OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING
(RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)

1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES (mm) (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 24 BLADE POWERING OUTLETS
Part Number
0290-00324
0290-00324-U
0290-00324-I
0290-00324-Ul

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.

DURING INSTALLATION.

NO.

24 BLADE, DRAWER EXTENSION

0170-00072 003

MOUNTING DIAGRAM,
STYLE DRAWER
24 BLADE,
POWERING OUTLETS

DOCKING DRAWER INC. CONFIDENTIAL: THIS DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN IT ARE CONFIDENTIAL, AND CANNOT BE COPIED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF DOCKING DRAWER, INC.

Notes:
1. Dimensions are in inches [mm] (inches fractional).
2. Dimension shown are for reference only and should be verified in the field during installation.
INSTALLATION OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)

OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION (VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)

OUTSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

INSIDE FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX

INSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: [INCHES [mm]]
2. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.
STYLE DRAWER 24 BLADE  In Between Glide Mounting (Right Side)

INSTALLATION OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)
1. Dimensions are in: inches (fractions)

2. Dimensions shown are for reference only and should be verified in the field during installation.
4.00

(4.0"

MINIMUM RECOMMENDED
DRAWER BOX INTERNAL DEPTH

INSIDE VERTICAL WALL
OF DRAWER BOX

OUTLET COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS

INSTALLATION OPTION #3 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING
(LEFT SIDE OUTLET)

OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION
(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)

NOTE:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
2. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

INNOVATION IS THE ACT OF CHANGING.
INSTALLATION OPTION #3 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (LEFT SIDE OUTLET)

CHECK FOR GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING INTERFERENCE

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA
MECHANISM, ITEM 1, SHOULD BE INSTALLED IN DRAWER NOTCH PRIOR TO INSTALLING ITEMS 2-5

SEE TABLE FOR ITEM DESCRIPTIONS

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES (mm)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

STYEL DRAWER 24 BLADE
INSTALLATION OPTION #4 - VERTICAL MOUNTING

1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY
   AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.
1. Dimensions are in: [INCHES] [mm] [INCHES FRACTIONAL]
2. Dimensions shown are for reference only and should be verified in the field during installation.
INSTALLATION OPTION #4: VERTICAL MOUNTING

MECHANISM, ITEM 1, SHOULD BE INSTALLED IN DRAWER NOTCH PRIOR TO INSTALLING ITEMS 2-5

SEE TABLE FOR ITEM DESCRIPTIONS

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm] (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.
Style Drawer
21 Blade
INSTALLATION OPTION #1 - ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY
   AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE POWERING OUTLETS
Part Number
0290-00321
0290-00321-U
0290-00321-I
0290-00321-UI

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
INSTALATION OPTION #1: ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION
(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)

OUTLET COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.
3. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

 INSTALLATION OPTION #1: ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

DRAWER BOX SHOWN WITH MINIMUM RECOMMENDED DEPTH. MECHANISM CAN EXTEND ABOVE DRAWER BOX IF CLEARANCE INSIDE CABINET PERMITS.

(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)
INSTALLATION OPTION #1 - ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

CHECK FOR GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING INTERFERENCE

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN IT ARE CONFIDENTIAL, AND CANNOT BE COPIED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF DOCKING DRAWER, INC.

DOCKING DRAWER, INC. CONFIDENTIAL

(530) 205-3625 • sales@dockingdrawer.com • www.dockingdrawer.com
STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE

In Between Glide Mounting (Right Side)

INSTillation OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING
(RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)

16.25 [413] DRAWER WIDTH MINIMUM
(16-1/4")

14.1 [358] MECHANISM WIDTH
(14-3/32")

2.00 [51] MINIMUM
(2.00")

18.00 [457]
(18.0")

21.00 [533]
(21.0")

19.0 INCH MAXIMUM
DRAWER EXTENSION

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY
   AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE POWERING OUTLETS

Part Number
0290-00321
0290-00321-U
0290-00321-I
0290-00321-UI

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
2. Dimensions are for reference only and should be verified in the field during installation.

3. Outlet cover plate dimensions

4. Inside floor of drawer box

5. Inside vertical wall of drawer box

6. Outside vertical wall of drawer box

Installation Option #2 - In Between Glide Mounting (Right Side Outlet)

Outlet Notch Location (View From Front Face of Drawer)

Notes:
1. Dimensions are in inches [mm] (inches fractional)
2. Dimensions shown are for reference only and should be verified in the field during installation.

During installation, and the information contained in it are confidential, and cannot be copied or disclosed in whole or in part without the express written consent of Docking Drawer, Inc.
STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE  In Between Glide Mounting (Right Side)

INSTALLATION OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)

CHECK FOR GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING INTERFERENCE

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA
INSTALLATION OPTION #3 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (LEFT SIDE OUTLET)

18.25 [464] DRAWER WIDTH MINIMUM
(18-1/4")

14.1 [358] MECHANISM WIDTH
(14-3/32")

21.00 [533] (21.0")

18.00 [457] (18.0")

19.0 INCH MAXIMUM DRAWER EXTENSION

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   (INCHES FRACTIONAL)

2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY
   AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE POWERING OUTLETS

Part Number
0290-00321
0290-00321-U
0290-00321-I
0290-00321-UI

Need help? Have questions? We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
2. Dimensions are in: INCHES [mm] (INCHES FRACTIONAL)

3. Dimensions shown are for reference only and should be verified in the field during installation.

NOTES:

1. Dimensions are in: INCHES [mm] (INCHES FRACTIONAL)

2. Dimensions shown are for reference only and should be verified in the field during installation.

Installation Option #3 - In Between Glide Mounting (Left Side Outlet)

Outlet Notch Location (View from Front Face of Drawer)

Outlet Cover Plate Dimensions

Outside Vertical Wall of Drawer Box

Inside Vertical Wall of Drawer Box

Inside Floor of Drawer Box

Recommended Minimum Distance from Drawer Box Floor

Minimum Recommended Drawer Box Internal Depth

Recommended Minimum Internal Depth

Installation Option #3 - In Between Glide Mounting (Left Side Outlet)

Drawer Box shown with Minimum Recommended Depth. Mechanism can extend above drawer box if clearance inside cabinet permits. (View from Front Face of Drawer)
INSTALLATION OPTION #3 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (LEFT SIDE OUTLET)
MECHANISM, ITEM 1, SHOULD BE INSTALLED IN DRAWER NOTCH PRIOR TO INSTALLING ITEMS 2-5

SEE TABLE FOR ITEM DESCRIPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART / MATERIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(530) 205-3625 • sales@dockingdrawer.com • www.dockingdrawer.com
STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE  Vertical Orientation

INSTALLATION OPTION #4 - VERTICAL MOUNTING

8 [203] DRAWER WIDTH MINIMUM (8”)
6.50 [165] MECHANISM WIDTH (6.5”)

2.00 [51] MINIMUM (2.00”)

21.00 [533] (21.0”) 18.00 [457] (18.0”)

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY
   AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE POWERING OUTLETS
Part Number
0290-00321
0290-00321-U
0290-00321-I
0290-00321-UI

Need help? Have questions? We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm] (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

NOTES:

OUTLET DIMENSIONS

INSTALLATION OPTION #4: VERTICAL MOUNTING
INSTALLATION OPTION #4: VERTICAL MOUNTING

MECHANISM, ITEM 1, SHOULD BE INSTALLED IN DRAWER NOTCH PRIOR TO INSTALLING ITEMS 2-5

SEE TABLE FOR ITEM DESCRIPTIONS

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
2. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

1. SCREW, 6-32 X 1/2", OVAL HEAD (SUPPLIED)
2. SCREW, 6-32 X 3/16", FLATHEAD (SUPPLIED)
3. MOUNTING FLANGE, RECEPTACLE BOX, REMOVABLE (SUPPLIED)
4. OUTLET COVER PLATE (SUPPLIED)
5. MECHANISM, STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE (SUPPLIED)
Style Drawer
24 Blade Duo
**STYLE DRAWER 24 BLADE DUO Above Glide Mounting**

**INSTALLATION OPTION #1 - ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING**

- **MAX 1.00 [25.4 mm]** MIN 0.000 [0 mm]
- **10.00 [254 mm]** VARIATION ONLY
- **VAREES WITH CABINET MANUFACTURER**

- **16.00 [406 mm]** DRAWER WIDTH MINIMUM
- **15.4 [391 mm]** MECHANISM WIDTH

- **24.00 [609.6 mm]** (24")
- **21.00 [533 mm]** (21")
- **2.00 [50.8 mm]** MINIMUM

**APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 24 BLADE DUO POWERING OUTLETS**

Part Number
- 0290-20324
- 0290-20324-U
- 0290-20324-I
- 0290-20324-UI

**Need help? Have questions?**

We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
INSTALlATION OPTION #1 - ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION
(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   [INCHES FRACTIONAL]
2. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD
   DURING INSTALLATION.
INSTALLATION OPTION #1 - ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

CHECK FOR GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING INTERFERENCE

CHECK FOR GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING INTERFERENCE
INSTALLATION OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)

1. Dimensions are in: inches [mm] (inches fractional).
2. Dimensions shown are for reference only and should be verified in the field during installation.

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 24 BLADE DUO POWERING OUTLETS

Part Number
0290-20324
0290-20324-U
0290-20324-I
0290-20324-UI

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
**STYLE DRAWER 24 BLADE DUO**

*In Between Glide Mounting (Right Side)*

---

**OUTLET COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS**

**INSTALLATION OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)**

**OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION**

(View from front face of drawer)

1. **NOTES:**
   - DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   - DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

2. **INSIDE FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX**

3. **INSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX**

4. **OUTSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX**

5. **OUTSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX**

6. **INSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX**

7. **INSIDE FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX**

8. **OUTSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX**
STYLE DRAWER SERIES MOUNTING DIAGRAMS

INSTALATION OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)

CHECK FOR GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING INTERFERENCE

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

DOCKING DRAWER, INC. CONFIDENTIAL: THIS DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN IT ARE CONFIDENTIAL, AND CANNOT BE COPIED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF DOCKING DRAWER, INC.
INSTALLATION OPTION #3 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING
(LEFT SIDE OUTLET)

1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD
   DURING INSTALLATION.

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 24 BLADE DUO POWERING OUTLETS
Part Number
0290-20324
0290-20324-U
0290-20324-I
0290-20324-UI

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
INSTALLATION OPTION #3 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (LEFT SIDE OUTLET)

OUTLET COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS

OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION
(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)

INSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

INSIDE FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX

OUTSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

INSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

5.00 [1/2"]

REFERENCE ONLY. VARY WITH DRAWER MANUFACTURER

MINIMUM RECOMMENDED DRAWER BOX INTERNAL DEPTH

MINIMUM DISTANCE FROM DRAWER BOX FLOOR

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM DISTANCE FROM DRAWER BOX FLOOR

REFERENCES ONLY

VARIES WITH DRAWER MANUFACTURER

REFERENCE ONLY

VARIES WITH DRAWER BOX DEPTH

INSIDE FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX

OUTSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

INSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

INSTALLATION OPTION #3 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (LEFT SIDE OUTLET)

DRAWER BOX SHOWN WITH MINIMUM RECOMMENDED DEPTH. MECHANISM CAN EXTEND ABOVE DRAWER BOX IF CLEARANCE INSIDE CABINET PERMITS. (VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)
**Installing Option #3 - In Between Glide Mounting (Left Side Outlet)**

1. **Check for Glide/Glide Mounting Interference**
2. **Gliding Glide Mounting Stay-Out Area**

---

**DOCKING DRAWER, INC. CONFIDENTIAL:** This document and the information contained in it are confidential, and cannot be copied or disclosed in whole or in part without the express written consent of Docking Drawer, Inc.
MECHANISM, ITEM 1, SHOULD BE INSTALLED IN DRAWER NOTCH PRIOR TO INSTALLING ITEMS 2-5

SEE TABLE FOR ITEM DESCRIPTIONS
Style Drawer
21 Blade Duo
INSTALLATION OPTION #1 - ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

19.0 INCH MAXIMUM DRAWER EXTENSION

NOTES:

1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   INCHES FRACTIONAL

2. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE DUO POWERING OUTLETS

Part Number
0290-20321
0290-20321-U
0290-20321-I
0290-20321-UI

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
**STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE DUO**

Above Glide Mounting

### INSTALLATION OPTION #1 - ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

**OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION**
(View from front face of drawer)

**NOTES:**
1. Dimensions are in: **INCHES [mm]**
2. Dimensions shown are for reference only and should be verified in the field during installation.

- **OUTSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX**
- **INSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX**
- **IN Inside FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX**

**OUTLET COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS**

- **1.95 [50]**
  - **(1-15/16)**
  - Minimum recommended distance from drawer box floor

- **1.94 [49]**
  - **(1-15/16)**
  - Recommended minimum distance from drawer box floor

- **2.88 [73]**
  - **(2-7/8)**
  - Reference only; varies with drawer box depth

- **7.00 [178]**
  - **(7-05)**
  - Reference only; varies with drawer box depth

- **10.56 [268]**
  - **(10-9/16)**
  - Minimum recommended drawer box internal depth

- **5.21 [133]**
  - **(5-13/16)**

- **3.08 [78]**
  - **(3-1/16)**

- **11.68 [297]**
  - **(11-11/16)**

- **8.30 [211]**
  - **(8-7/16)**

- **5.21 [133]**
  - **(5-13/16)**

- **2.88 [73]**
  - **(2-7/8)**
INSTALLATION OPTION #1 - ABOVE GLIDE MOUNTING

CHECK FOR GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING INTERFERENCE

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA
INSTALLATION OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE DUO POWERING OUTLETS

Part Number
0290-20321
0290-20321-U
0290-20321-I
0290-20321-UI

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm] (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

OUTLET COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS

OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION
(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)

INSTALLATION OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING
(RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)

DRAWER BOX SHOWN WITH MINIMUM RECOMMENDED DEPTH. MECHANISM CAN EXTEND ABOVE AND/OR BELOW DRAWER BOX IF CLEARANCE INSIDE CABINET PERMITS.

(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)
STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE DUO In Between Glide Mounting (Right Side)

INSTALLATION OPTION #2 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (RIGHT SIDE OUTLET)

CHECK FOR GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING INTERFERENCE

DOCKING DRAWER, INC. CONFIDENTIAL: THIS DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN IT ARE CONFIDENTIAL, AND CANNOT BE COPIED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF DOCKING DRAWER, INC.
STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE DUO

In Between Glide Mounting (Left Side)

INSTALLATION OPTION #3 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (LEFT SIDE OUTLET)

1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES [MM] (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

NOTES:

APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE DUO POWERING OUTLETS
Part Number
0290-20321
0290-20321-U
0290-20321-I
0290-20321-UI

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.

Docking Drawer
MOUNTING DIAGRAM,
STYLE DRAWER 21 BLADE DUO,
POWERING OUTLETS
D  0170-00077 001
0170-00077
0170-00077
0170-00077

STYLE DRAWER SERIES MOUNTING DIAGRAMS 50

(530) 205-3625 • sales@dockingdrawer.com • www.dockingdrawer.com
STYLE DRAWER SERIES MOUNTING DIAGRAMS

INSTALLATION OPTION #3 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (LEFT SIDE OUTLET)

OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION
(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULDN'T BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.
3. MINIMUM RECOMMENDED DRAWER BOX INTERNAL DEPTH
4. OUTSIDE FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX
5. INSIDE FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX
6. INSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX
7. OUTSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

OUTLET COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS

INSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

INSIDE FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX

OUTSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULDN'T BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.
3. MINIMUM RECOMMENDED DRAWER BOX INTERNAL DEPTH
4. OUTSIDE FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX
5. INSIDE FLOOR OF DRAWER BOX
6. INSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX
7. OUTSIDE VERTICAL WALL OF DRAWER BOX

OUTLET NOTCH LOCATION
(VIEW FROM FRONT FACE OF DRAWER)
INSTALLATION OPTION #3 - IN BETWEEN GLIDE MOUNTING (LEFT SIDE OUTLET)

CHECK FOR GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING INTERFERENCE

GLIDE/GLIDE MOUNTING STAY-OUT AREA

DOCKING DRAWER, INC. CONFIDENTIAL: THIS DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN IT ARE CONFIDENTIAL, AND CANNOT BE COPIED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF DOCKING DRAWER, INC.
MECHANISM, ITEM 1, SHOULD BE INSTALLED IN DRAWER NOTCH PRIOR TO INSTALLING ITEMS 2-5

SEE TABLE FOR ITEM DESCRIPTIONS

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.

DOCKING DRAWER, INC. CONFIDENTIAL: THIS DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN IT ARE CONFIDENTIAL, AND CANNOT BE COPIED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF DOCKING DRAWER, INC.
Style Drawer
24, 21 & 18 Flush
APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 24 FLUSH POWERING OUTLETS
Part Number
0290-00033
0290-00033-U

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.
APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 21 FLUSH POWERING OUTLETS

Part Number
0290-00032
0290-00032-U

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   (INCHES FRACTIONAL)
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY
   AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.
APPLIES TO STYLE DRAWER 18 FLUSH POWERING OUTLETS

Part Number
0290-00050
0290-00050-U

Need help? Have questions?
We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN: INCHES [mm]
   [INCHES FRACTIONAL]
2. DIMENSION SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY
   AND SHOULD BE VERIFIED IN THE FIELD DURING INSTALLATION.
Addendum: Interlock Box

Installation Manual with more details can be found in the Docking Drawer Specification Library.

Need help? Have questions? We want to help. Call us at (530) 205-3625.

1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES [mm].

NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

DOCKING DRAWER, INC. CONFIDENTIAL: THIS DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN IT ARE CONFIDENTIAL, AND CANNOT BE COPIED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF DOCKING DRAWER, INC.